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➢ Up to 6 Log₁₀ Efficacy or 99.9999%¹

➢ Fast Automated Throughput fits 100s Items 
➢ M²D Technology Inside Confirms Efficacy³

➢ For both Wired & Wireless Devices
➢ 12 VDC Battery or 110VAC Power
➢ Exclusive 3-Year Factory Warranty   
➢ Compliant: Made in America Act 

- THE “RDS” DIFFERENCE -

The “RDS” provides a chemical-free rapid 
disinfection of 100’s of sensitive Electronics, 
Wearables, Devices, Tools, Personal Effects and 
Packaged Supplies in less than 30 seconds, with 
guaranteed results every time.³

Why take 3-5 minutes to do what can be 
done in 30 seconds?
The RDS-32a is the current day solution to 
automating what was previously a multi-step, 
time-consuming, error-prone, manual process. An 
automated disinfection process increases 
participation, eliminates errors, reduces supply costs 
and lessens environmental waste.

- INDEPENDENTLY TESTED & VERIFIED -
EPA Certified Test Laboratories 

¹ EPA Test Standards: ASTM E1153, ATCC-BAA1556, ATCC-3513563, ATCC-4255595, ATCC-3279148
- SARS-CoV², Candida Auris, MRSA, VRE,CRE, C.diff, and other major pathogens

² EPA Certified Lab Testing: NG3513563, NG4255595, NG3279148, NG33592, NG43598, NG6538,    
NG8769, NG16022, NG15597-81

³ Patented Dosage Monitoring System guarantees decontamination efficacy

⁴ Meets and Exceeds FDA Guidelines for Operation and Safety, dated April 2020 

Model: RDS-32a w/ built-in versatility as a Desktop or 
Mobile Unit supporting Wired & Wireless Equipment

Nurse More – Stress Less. 
Mobile phone’s, tablets and stethoscopes are not the only challenge. There are hundreds of items large and 
small that require daily disinfection for safe handling and patient use. Automating the disinfection process 
from Minutes to Seconds creates labor savings allowing more time for patient care.

Innovate to Eliminate Waste.
What was once tagged as patient supply waste due to the potential for cross-contamination, may now 
be instantly decontaminated and returned to stock. Our “PSRP” program produces annual million $$ 
savings in the recovery of unopened packaged patient supplies and medical waste disposal costs. 

Electronics | Wearables | Tools | Supplies | Personal Effects 

* Available through your GPO of Choice

Save Time | Reduce Costs | Improve Infection Rates
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UL-61010-1 Safety | ISO 9000 | 9001: 2015 | FCC Approved | FDA Guidelines, April 2020 | EPA Registered: NVR00009604 | MADE IN USA

Proven effective by independent laboratories and customers including top 50 ranked hospitals, long-
term care centers and numerous state and federal facilities, business and industry. The RDS 
distinction of capacity, performance and efficiency places the system in a unique class alone. 

The RDS-32a²’⁴ can deactivate more pathogen strains, on more items, to the highest level of efficacy, in 
the shortest cycle time, than any other like product on the market today. All backed by an industry 
exclusive 3-year warranty. 

For a 2 ½ Min Video, please scan the QR Code below. 
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Tel: 888-443-1528

All-In-One Rapid Sanitation Station
provides a One-Stop, 30-Second solution 
for Hand Hygiene and the Disinfection of 
Patient Care Electronics, Tools, Packaged 
Supplies and Personal items.

The combination of disinfection modalities 
is the answer to a fast, efficient 
standardized protocol resulting in 
increased hand hygiene compliance and 
the efficient disinfection of all shared non-
critical objects in health care.

Patented M²D Technology guarantees Lab 
Certified results. The RDS-32a-SS can be 
deployed as a stationary station or 
mobilized for shared use, room-to-room or 
department-to-department. 

Hand Hygiene & Disinfection in 30 Seconds

Model: RDS-32a-SS
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